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Andriy Zayarnyuk

On the possibility of peasant
intellectuals: the case of the Ukrainians

in Habsburg Galicia*

They read and educated themselves with passionate enthusiasm. (Even today, when
one asks the inhabitants of Casas Viejas about their impressions of the former
militants, now often dead or dispersed, one is most likely to hear some such phrases
as ‘He was always reading something; always arguing.’) They lived in argument.
Their greatest pleasure was to write letters to and articles for the anarchist press, often
full of high flown phrases and long words, glorying in the wonders of modern
scientific understanding which they had acquired and were passing on.1

INTRODUCTION

This article focuses on Ukrainian peasant activists of late nineteenth-century Habsburg
Galicia. Although analogous peasant leaders, activists or mediators have been
prominently present, under various names, in the world historiography of peasant
movements and rural politics, they are rarely, if ever, defined as intellectuals. The
problem is due partly to the anthropological tradition, which sees peasants as both a
historical stage in the development of humankind and a relatively stable ‘little tradition’, a
society apart from dynamic urban centres.2 Moreover, contemporaries and later scholars
often treated peasants in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century East-Central
Europe and Russia as an anachronistic class that happened to survive the transition from

q 2014 Taylor & Francis

*I am grateful to anonymous reviewers and
Social History’s editorial board for their
comments and suggestions.
1Eric Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels: Studies in
Archaic Forms of Social Movement in the
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, 2d edn
(New York [1963]), 85.
2This approach was codified in Robert
Redfield, Peasant Society and Culture: An
Anthropological Approach to Civilization

(Chicago, 1956), and remains still very much
alive: see, for example, James C. Scott,Decoding
Subaltern Politics: Ideology, Disguise, and
Resistance in Agrarian Politics (London and
New York, 2013). A strong critique of
ahistorical reification of ‘peasant society’ can
be found in Michael Kearney, Reconceptualizing
the Peasantry: Anthropology in Global Perspective
(Critical Essays in Anthropology) (Boulder,
1996).
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feudalism to capitalism. Recognizing capitalist developments in the region and their
impact in the countryside, they presented it as merely a modification (usually erosion) of
some pre-existent peasant way of life.3 Since social scientists and historians tend to see
intellectualism and intellectuals as phenomena related to modernity and urbanism,
peasants are doubly disqualified as pre-modern and rural.

This article is built on the premise that with the abolition of corvée labour in 1848, the
transformation of peasant land plots into unconstrained private property, the
introduction of constitutional rule guaranteeing basic liberal freedoms, the creation of
representative legislatures with the simultaneous granting (however problematic and – at
first – incomplete) of citizenship rights to adult male peasants, and, finally, the declared
equality of all citizens before the law, the position of the Habsburg peasants in the
relations of production, within the state and vis-à-vis other classes, changed
fundamentally. Even though the same families of farmers lived in the same settlements
and toiled on the same land, they were a new class in the making and significantly
different from the peasantry before emancipation.

This article argues that Gramcsi’s concept of ‘organic intellectuals’ can be applied to
Galician peasant activists in the late nineteenth/early twentieth century. To prove this
point, I begin with a critical examination of recent historiography. While the models of
‘peasant society’ and ‘little tradition’ have influenced the region’s historiography,
I maintain that the latter’s foremost concern with nationalism and nation-building
contributed even more to the exoticization of peasants and obscurement of their agency.
Recent histories of nation-building in the region identify nation with modernity and
peasants with tradition. Moreover, they imagine nation-building as a top-down diffusion
of national identity that replaces or overshadows other forms of social identification,
including class.4 This elitist and unitary imagery of a national community obfuscates
fragmentation and contestation within a nation.5

In order to show that phenomena usually classified as ‘nation-building’ or ‘national
identity-forming’ are open to alternative interpretations, this article will re-examine a

3The Russian case is the best-known one. For
the conceptualization of peasants by a famous
contemporary see Esther Kingston-Mann,
Lenin and the Problem of Marxist Peasant
Revolution (Oxford, 1983). Teodor Shanin in
his otherwise excellent work on the Russian
peasantry is also using the ahistorical model of
Alexander Chayanov with his peasant mode of
production: see Teodor Shanin, The Awkward
Class – Political Sociology of Peasantry in a
Developing Society: Russia 1910–1925 (Oxford,
1972).
4This article deals with theUkrainianmovement
and Ukrainian peasant activists in Habsburg
Galicia. Nevertheless, it can be argued that the
abundant historiography of the Polish peasant
movement in Galicia also considered it from the
nation-centred point of view. The peasant
movement has been analysed and presented

primarily as a process of peasants’ integration into
the Polish nation. The book by a prominent
Polish historian, Jan Molenda, illustrates this
logic of historiography with its title Peasants,
Nation, Independence: JanMolenda,Chłopi, naród,
niepodległość: kształtowanie sie� postaw narodowych i
obywatelskich chłopów w Galicji i Królestwie
Polskim w przededniu odrodzenia Polski [Peasants,
Nation, Independence: The Formation of Peasants’
National and Civic Attitudes in Galicia and in the
Kingdom of Poland on the Eve of Poland’s Revival]
(Warsaw, 1999).
5A similar argument has been made regarding
the history of the working-class movement in
Czech lands: Jakub Beneš, ‘Socialist literature
and the Czech–German split in Austrian Social
Democracy, 1890–1914’, Slavic Review, LXXII

(2013), 327–51.
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particular case of interaction between the ‘national movement’ and several ‘peasant
activists’. Drawing mainly on peasants’ texts, it will show that peasant activists qualify as
intellectuals since, as Gramcsi famously noted, intellectualism should not be confused
with occupations that require an in-depth education. It will also demonstrate that peasant
activists’ intellectual pursuits were recognized and valued, and their position in the
organized Ukrainian society and public sphere of society was determined not so much by
their primary occupation as by their intellectual activities. Moving the focus of
investigation away from elites and focusing on the relational position of intellectuals in
the society, I argue that distinguishing between intellectuals and the intelligentsia may
offer new heuristic opportunities for the study of nationalism and national movements.

The final part of this article will trace the trajectory of one peasant activist, Ivan
Mykhas, to demonstrate that Galician peasant intellectuals were Gramsci’s ‘organic
intellectuals’. Even though his relationships with some peasants were not unproblematic
and, just like many other intellectuals, Mykhas had doubts about his own social identity,
he spoke and claimed to act on behalf of and in the interest of the new peasant class. His
anti-clericalism signals both the end of religion’s ideological monopoly in the Galician
villages, and the challenge to the paternalistic political and intellectual leadership of the
Greek-Catholic rural clergy. Instead of unconditionally embracing and proselytizing the
new national faith, as could be expected from the national movement’s agent, Mykhas
used nation as a framework in which class-centred political action and ideological
articulations become possible.

INTELLIGENTSIA INTO INTELLECTUALS

Historians working on nationalism and national identities in eastern Europe are fascinated
by intellectuals. This avid interest also extends to the historiography of Ukrainian
nationalism. The preoccupation with intellectuals is partly a by-product of a larger
theoretical shift that has been occurring in nationalism studies since the 1990s. Together
with the other social sciences, this discipline had been drifting away from ‘hard’
sociology, from models based on thinking in terms of relatively rigid social systems,
structures and large objective processes, towards those emphasizing discursive
construction of social reality and working with more pliable languages and
representations. For the study of nineteenth-century nationalisms in East-Central
Europe, this meant abandoning theories connecting the rise and development of
nationalism with the Industrial Revolution and economic and social modernization, and
concentrating instead on those that emphasized cultural and intellectual aspects of the
transformation that nationalism had produced.6

6The fate of one project based on Miroslav
Hroch’s scheme (and see n. 9), as outlined in his
Social Preconditions of National Revival in Europe:
AComparativeAnalysis of the Social Composition of
Patriotic Groups among the Smaller European
Nations (New York, 2000) (originally published
as Die Vorkampfer der nationalen Bewegungen bei
den kleinen Völkem Europas in Prague in 1968), is

indicative of this shift. In 1993 the newly opened
Institute of Historical Research at Ivan Franko
LvivNational University launched an ambitious
prosopographyproject to carryout a sociological
investigation of the Ukrainian national
movement in Galicia by creating snapshots of
the membership of its most important
organizations between 1848 and 1918.
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In other fields of social enquiry, similar turns towards ‘discourse’ and ‘representations’
have been accompanied by a lessening of interest in human agency and the vicissitudes of
individual fates; some post-structuralist thinkers have openly declared their position as
‘anti-humanist’, while their opponents see it as one of the major flaws of post-
structuralism.7 Contrary to this, in Ukrainian historiography,8 distancing from earlier
sociological models came with a renewed emphasis on human agency. With
‘construction’ replacing ‘formation’ as the most apt descriptor for the rise of nationalism,
with attention shifting from continuities and determinants to contingencies and
uncertainties, nationalist intellectuals have appeared as the main characters in this
historical drama.

These nation-builders were never neglected in the historiography of the region’s
national movements: on the contrary, in East-Central Europe, including the Ukrainian
case, the extraordinary role of some individuals in the process of nation-building is
common knowledge. The title of the nation’s ‘awakeners’ was bestowed on them and
they were accorded a prominent place not only in national pantheons but also in the
grand narratives of national history. Even in the ‘modernist’ or sociological phase of
nationalism studies, special attention was paid to educated individuals. In Miroslav
Hroch’s famous scheme, national awakeners play a crucial role in phase A, when the
intellectual foundations of the nation are being laid, and educated patriots are of crucial
importance in stage B, the stage of patriotic agitation.9

Nevertheless, there are important differences between earlier and new ‘post-modern’
approaches to nation-builders. The most obvious difference lies in terminology. In
Ukrainian, just as in many other regions’ Slavic languages, the term ‘intellectuals’ is a
neologism, a recent borrowing from English. In scholarship and public debate it is often
used instead of ‘intelligentsia’, the more traditional term, native to the region. An obvious
reason for this change is the dominant position of English-speaking, North American
academia vis-à-vis its East-Central European counterparts. However, this terminological
change occurred not only in the Ukrainian- but also in the English-language
historiography of Russia and East-Central Europe, and therefore requires a subtler
explanation.

However, this labour-intensive, team-researched
andmulti-year project has not resulted in a book-
length publication. Instead, the project leader
published a study of one of the most influential
Ukrainian Galician intellectuals, who will be
discussed below. For the preliminary report on
this prosopography project, see Iaroslav
[Yaroslav] Hrytsak, ‘Ukraı̈ns’ke natsional’ne
vidrodzhennia v Halychyni XIX – pochatku
XX st.: porivnial’nyi analiz sotsial’noho skladu
patriotychnykh hrup’ [‘The Ukrainian National
Revival in Galicia in the nineteenth and early
twentieth century: A comparative analysis of the
social composition of patriotic groups’],
Krakowskie zeszyty ukrainoznawcze, 5–6 (1996–
7), 277–85.

7Bryan D. Palmer, Descent into Discourse: The
Reification of Language and the Writing of Social
History (Philadelphia, 1990).
8I am aware of problems with nationalizing
historiography, especially when it comes to
periods and places pre-dating the emergence of
nation-states. In this case, ‘Ukrainian
historiography’ refers to the corpus of
historical works on the formation of the
Ukrainian nation. Even though this corpus is
international and multilingual, the absolute
majority of works in this field are now
produced in Ukraine, and therefore this
article will pay greater attention to them.
9Hroch, Social Preconditions, op. cit., 22–5.
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The possible connotations of the term ‘intellectuals’ can help us here. In Ukrainian
historiography, this word is used nowadays to denote only high calibre intellectual
activity. Thus, not every nineteenth-century gymnasium teacher or author of a published
work will qualify as an intellectual. The term does not indicate occupation or social
standing, but as a rule implies engagement in public discussion and the impact of such
participation. It is no accident that the deployment of this term occurs in texts utilizing
some version of the Habermasian ‘public sphere’. If there is still room for sociology in the
contemporary Ukrainian usage of the term ‘intellectuals’, it is the sociology of civil
society.10 This type of society is usually imagined as a conglomerate of voluntary
associations midwifed by intellectuals. However, even this rudimentary kind of sociology
is usually lacking in historiography. Historians who write about intellectuals focus on
individuals and their visions, even when they resort to statistics on non-governmental
organizations in their texts dealing with present-day Ukraine.11

In contrast, the earlier term ‘intelligentsia’ was first and foremost a sociological
category that purported to describe a particular social group – ‘educated but
unpropertied people’.12 Membership in the intelligentsia could be established with the
help of precisely specified criteria, gymnasium education usually being the necessary
educational requirement. Historians also expected from the intelligentsia a sense of
distinctiveness and even of moral mission: ‘In Poland and Russia, the particular socio-
political conditions meant that the gymnasium’s pupils were expected to fill the ranks of a
charismatic stratum whose members’ fundamental social role was to lead the nation to its
destiny.’13 Allegedly, this was also the source of an important difference between the
intelligentsia and western intellectuals, who ‘never formed a social stratum in this sense in
which we are using the term for intelligentsia; they have always appeared as a socially
complex group attached to the middle or upper classes’.14

In this context, one could expect the new terminology to help ‘normalize’ eastern
Europe and revise interpretations of this region as a derivation of the path that western
Europe has trodden. A closer look, however, shows that even though Ukrainian
historians use the same term, they accord far greater significance and agency to ‘their’
intellectuals. This is particularly evident in narratives describing the formation and

10Yaroslav Hrytsak in his ‘Ihry z kocherhoiu:
vser’ioz i po ukraı̈ns’ky’ [‘Playing with a poker:
Seriously and Ukrainian style’], Krytyka, 1–2
(2003), 21–5, speaks about the ‘intelligentsia’ as
a particular eastern European group of
intellectuals, and uses the term ‘intellectuals’
when he discusses civic responsibility and
public activity. Intellectuals’ activities in the
national movement are explicitly linked with
the public sphere in Ostap Sereda, ‘Whom [sic ]
shall we be?’ Public debates over the national
identity of Galician Ruthenians in the 1860s’,
Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas, XLIX, 2
(2001), 200–12.
11Cf. Yaroslav Hrytsak, ‘Ruslan, Bohdan i
Myron: try pryklady konstruiuvannia
identychnosti sered halyts’kykh rusyno-

ukraı̈ntsiv’ [‘Ruslan, Bohdan and Myron:
three cases of an identity construction among
the Galician Rutheno-Ukrainians’], Ukraı̈na
moderna, 8 (2003), 25–50, and Yaroslav
Hrytsak, ‘National identities in post-Soviet
Ukraine: the case of Lviv and Donetsk’ in Zvi
Gitelman, Lubomyr A. Hajda, John-Paul
Himka and Roman Solchanyk (eds), Cultures
and Nations of Central and Eastern Europe: Essays
in Honor of Roman Szporluk, Harvard Ukrainian
Studies, 22 (Cambridge, Mass., 2000), 263–81.
12Aleksander Gella, ‘Introduction’ in
Aleksander Gella (ed.), The Intelligentsia and
the Intellectuals, SAGE Studies in International
Sociology, vol. 5 (London, 1976), 9.
13ibid., 14.
14ibid., 15.
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activities of the national movement, the emergence and development of national culture,
and the movement’s organizational framework, national press and national politics. This
was noted in the polemics between Yaroslav Hrytsak and Heorhii Kas’ianov, two
renowned experts on Ukrainian intellectuals and the nineteenth-century national
movement. Hrytsak pointed out that Kas’ianov exaggerated the national mission of
intellectuals and neglected social demand for middle-class professionals from the
modernizing empires while ignoring the existence of several types of intellectuals in
nineteenth-century East-Central Europe.15 Not only are intellectuals’ services to the
national movement represented as indispensable, they are the national movement in the
sense that only their actions and their imagination are present in historical narratives.
The sense of mission and the charisma that was once ascribed to the intelligentsia have not
disappeared in histories deploying a new idiom of ‘intellectuals’. In recent historiography,
intelligentsia’s precarious social position compounded by a sense of social responsibility
has been replaced by identity anxieties and duty to one’s nation.16

The history of the nineteenth-century Ukrainian national movement lends itself easily
to interpretations emphasizing the ‘inventing’ of a nation. There was foundational work
to be done by intellectuals: the creation and standardization of the literary language, the
study and codification of folk culture, the delimitation and writing of national history,
and the production of high-quality belles-lettres. There was also a remarkable richness of
nation-building options, especially in Habsburg Galicia. Here, several competing national
projects claimed the same people as their core constituency.17 This situation accounted for

15See Heorhii Kas’ianov, ‘Vybir instrumentu
dyskusiı̈ po ukraı̈ns’ky’ [‘Choosing a discussion
tool Ukrainian style’], Krytyka, 5 (2003), 29;
Yaroslav Hrytsak, ‘Kocherhovi zavdannia
ukraı̈ns’koı̈ istoriohrafii’ [‘Poker tasks of the
Ukrainian historiography’], Krytyka, 5 (2003),
29–30. Ironically, in his recently published
monograph about a major Galician intellectual,
Hrytsak emphasizes the emerging confluence
between the activities of a public intellectual
and the national movement. See Yaroslav
Hrytsak, Prorok u svoı̈i vitchyzni: Franko ta ioho
spil’nota (1856–1886) [A Prophet in His
Fatherland: Franko and His Community (1856–
1886) ] (Kyiv, 2006).
16Characteristically, the recently published
Encyclopedia of the History of Ukraine includes
two separate entries: ‘The intelligentsia and the
intellectuals’ and ‘The intelligentsia, Ukrainian’.
The first entry notes that while the two terms are
sometimes used interchangeably, the synonymy
is incomplete; the second one defines the
Ukrainian intelligentsia broadly as the nation’s
‘moral leadership’ (dukhovnyi provid narodu). See
P.V.Holobuts’kyi, ‘Intelihentsiia ta intelektualy’
[‘The intelligentsia and the intellectuals’] in V. A.
Smolii, V. F. Verstiuk, S. V. Vidnians’kyi, V. O.
Horbyk, V.M. Danylenko,M. F. Dmytriienko,

Ia. D. Isaievych, H. B. Kas’ianov, S. V.
Kul’chyts’kyi, O. Ie. Lysenko, V. M. Lytvyn,
Iu. A. Pinchuk, O. P. Reient, O. S. Rubliov,
P. S. Sokhan’, P. P. Tolochko and P. T. Tron’ko
(eds),Entsyklopediia istoriı̈ Ukraı̈ny [Encyclopedia of
theHistory ofUkraine ], 8 vols (Kyiv, 2005), vol. 1,
507–11; O. S. Rubliov, ‘Intelihentsiia,
ukraı̈ns’ka’ [‘Intelligentsia, Ukrainian’] in ibid.,
511–15.
17Paul Robert Magocsi, ‘Old Ruthenianism and
Russophilism: a new conceptual framework for
analysing national ideologies in late 19th century
easternGalicia’ inPaulDebreczyn (ed.),American
Contributions to the Ninth International Congress of
Slavists, vol. 2: Literature, Poetics, History
(Columbus, 1983), 305–24; John-Paul Himka,
‘The construction of nationality inGalicianRus’:
Icarian flights in almost all directions’ in Ronald
Grigor Suny and Michael D. Kennedy (eds),
Intellectuals and Articulation of the Nation (Ann
Arbor, 1999), 109–64. Several important articles
in Ukrainian examine this situation. See, for
example, Oleh Turii, ‘Ukraı̈ns’ka ideia v
Halychyni v seredyni XIX stolittia’ [‘The
Ukrainian idea in Galicia in the middle of the
nineteenth century’], Ukraı̈na moderna, 2–3
(1997–8), 59–75; Hrytsak, ‘Ruslan, Bohdan i
Myron’, op. cit.
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a profusion of situations, in which the choice of national identity was a conscious,
individual decision. The choices intellectuals made and their underlying motives continue
to fascinate historians, but intellectuals are also studied as people whose choices ultimately
determined national identity for others.18 They play a key role in recent explanations of
the outcomes of identity struggles between rival national projects. Zygmunt Bauman’s
observation that the definitions of intellectuals ‘are all self-definitions’ rings true in this
case.19 The portrayal of intellectuals in historiography reflects the agendas of present-day
intellectuals redefining their own work, the purpose of their activity, and their position
vis-à-vis the state and society in the changing post-Soviet world.

PEASANT INTELLECTUALS: AN OXYMORON?

In contemporary Ukrainian historiography the term ‘intellectuals’ is used in an explicitly
elitist connotation. Intellectuals are represented as leaders of the modern society, those
whose visions eventually become reality. They are endowed with considerable agency,
even if they are not formally associated with state institutions and political organizations.
Peasants, if they appear in this story at all, are present as recipients of the ideas bestowed
on them from above, as the object of organizational and administrative manipulations
based on techniques also designed by intellectuals.

Such descriptions continue the tradition of imagining the plebeian masses as unable to
comprehend their deplorable situation and to find a way out of it on their own. In the
eastern European context the best-known example of this tradition is Lenin’s model of
the revolutionary party serving as a ‘vanguard’ of the proletariat. Bauman aptly describes
this model of interaction between the masses and the vanguard as ‘the project of bringing
together “those, who suffer” and “these, who think”’, in which ‘the sufferers were
assumed not to be thinking on their own, and the thinkers were accorded the task of
bringing together’.20

These representations of intellectuals by Ukrainian historians are grounded in a
particular strand of thinking about modernity. ‘Modernity’ is seen as a phenomenon born
out of certain intellectual ideas and practices originating in the Enlightenment; thus, it is
essentially a creation of intellectuals. Consequently, everything modern starts with
intellectuals and then diffuses down the social ladder. There is a peculiar interpretation of
the intrinsic connection between intellectuals and modernity in this historiography.21

It downplays the general growth of intellectualism and the profusion of various types of

18Hrytsak, Prorok u svoı̈i vitchyzni [Prophet in
His Fatherland ], op. cit.
19Zygmunt Bauman, Legislators and Interpreters:
On Modernity, Post-Modernity and Intellectuals
(Oxford, 1987), 8. On the contemporary self-
representations of intellectuals in the Ukrainian
context, see Andriy Zayarnyuk, ‘L’viv über
alles, an Eden for intellectuals’ in S. Ingram, C.
Szabo-Knotik and M. Reisenleitner (eds),
Floodgates: Technologies, Cultural (Ex)change,
and the Persistence of Place (Frankfurt am Main
and New York, 2006), 149–84.

20Bauman, Legislators and Interpreters, op. cit.,
175.
21This connection has been fittingly described
as ‘the outstanding fact . . . that the intellectuals
bear a particular relation to modernity. They
are necessary and perhaps a central part of it.’
Cited in Gerald Popiel and Raj P. Mohan,
‘Intellectuals and powers: S. M. Lipset, Julien
Benda, and Karl Mannheim’ in Raj P. Mohan
(ed.), The Mythmakers: Intellectuals and the
Intelligentsia in Perspective (New York,
1987), 35.
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intellectual activity, yet represents modern intellectuals as a new type of elite that emerges
simultaneously with the new social order, an association of co-citizens enjoying formal
legal equity.

Since these historians write about a society numerically dominated by peasants, their
representation of intellectuals’ activity is based not only on certain assumptions about
intellectuals and modernity but also on suppositions about peasants and peasant societies.
Instead of imagining peasants as, for example, the largest social group exploited by noble
landowners, urban-based financial and industrial capital, and the state, they describe
peasants as a ‘traditional society’, a society destined to be replaced by modernity.22

Educated peasants in these histories cease being peasants and turn into the intelligentsia or
intellectuals of peasant origins.23

Those working in the Marxist tradition seem to corroborate such a view of the
peasantry. Gramsci’s essay on intellectuals, which informs much of the scholarly
discussion about this stratum of society, maintains this distinction between peasants and
intellectuals:

The peasant’s attitude towards the intellectual is double and appears contradictory.
He respects the social position of the intellectual and in general that of state
employees, but sometimes affects contempt for it, which means that his admiration is
mingled with instinctive elements of envy and impassionate anger. One can
understand nothing of the collective life of the peasantry and of the germs and
ferments of development which exist within it, if one does not take into
consideration and examine concretely and in depth this effective subordination to
the intellectuals. Every organic development of the peasant masses, up to a certain
point, is linked to and depends on movements among the intellectuals.24

Gramsci also uses the distinction between the village and the city to illustrate differences
between traditional and organic intellectuals: ‘Intellectuals of the rural type are for the
most part “traditional”, that is they are linked to the social mass of country people and the
town (particularly small-town) petite bourgeoisie, not as yet elaborated and set in motion
by the capitalist system.’25

On the other hand, one can read these very passages in Gramsci as confirmation of the
importance of intellectual practices for peasant politics. In another famous passage
Gramsci explicitly states that intellectual activity is not a prerogative of a certain class:
everyone is an intellectual in so far as he or she tries to make sense of the world and his or
her place in it. ‘Non-intellectuals do not exist.’26 Gramsci goes on to say:

22Iurii Prysiazhniuk, ‘“Pratsia” iak tsinnist’ u
kolektyvnii psykholohiı̈ ukraı̈ns’kykh selian
postkriposnyts’koı̈ epokhy (na materiialakh
naddniprians’koı̈ Ukraı̈ny)’ [‘“Work” as a
value in the collective psychology of the
Ukrainian peasants of the post-emancipation
era (on the materials from the Dnieper
Ukraine’], Ukraı̈na moderna, 6 (2001), 47–58.
23Kas’ianov explicitly states that one cannot be
simultaneously a peasant and a member of the
intelligentsia: Heorhii Kas’ianov, Ukraı̈ns’ka

intelihentsiia na rubezhi XIX–XX stolit’:
sotsial’no-politychnyi portret [The Ukrainian
Intelligentsia at the Turn of the Twentieth
Century: A Socio-Political Portrait ] (Kyiv,
1993), 24.
24Antonio Gramsci, ‘Intellectuals’ in Selections
from the Prison Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci, ed.
and trans. Hoare Quintin and Geoffrey Nowell
Smith (New York, 1971), 15.
25ibid.,14.
26ibid., 9.
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Can one find a unitary criterion to characterize equally all the diverse and disparate
activities of intellectuals and to distinguish these at the same time and in an essential
way from the activities of other social groupings? The most widespread error of
method seems to me that of having looked for this criterion of distinction in the
intrinsic nature of intellectual activities, rather than in the ensemble of the system of
relations in which these activities (and therefore the intellectual groups who
personify them) have their place within the general complex of social relations. . . .
All men are intellectuals, one could therefore say: but not all men have in society the
function of intellectuals.27

Against the spirit of the passage cited above, historians reject the possibility of the
existence of peasant intellectuals because they believe that certain traits inherent in
the peasantry preclude intellectual pursuits. The traits in question are not connected with
the hardships of peasant life as such – their incessant struggle for survival or their low
level of education; these were shared by various lower classes in nineteenth-century
Europe. Nevertheless, Eric Hobsbawm and Joan Scott have shown that many among
Europe’s radical cobblers were ‘worker-intellectuals and ideologists’,28 while Patrick
Joyce painted a sympathetic portrait of a self-educated worker who read, wrote and
considered himself an intellectual.29 The traits in question are connected with the
peasants’ allegedly traditional ways of life, something that modernity, as intrinsically
connected with intellectualism, would eventually replace.

Scholars who study the peasantry have begun to challenge the equating of the peasant
and the traditional.30 Much of their critique has focused on two domains of human life:
the economy and politics. Regarding the first, they emphasize the dramatic change in the
social nature of peasant production with the advance of capitalism, and regarding the
second, the peasantry’s ability to mount its own organized political action.31 But neither
were peasants isolated from modernity’s expanding intellectualism.

According to Zygmunt Bauman, during the eighteenth century state operations/
functions became tightly connected with the intellectual praxis and the growth of state
power encouraged intellectuals to produce templates of social change, while the state was
increasingly likely to utilize these templates. The Habsburg Empire annexed Galicia at the
end of the eighteenth century, when the empire was experiencing an unprecedented
expansion of the state bureaucratic apparatus and the state was increasingly intervening in

27ibid., 8–9.
28Eric Hobsbawm and Joan W. Scott, ‘Political
shoemakers’ in Eric Hobsbawm, Uncommon
People: Resistance, Rebellion and Jazz (London,
1998), 21.
29Patrick Joyce, Democratic Subjects: The Self
and the Social in Nineteenth-Century England
(Cambridge, 1994).
30Such a critique is found in Eric Wolf, ‘Is the
“peasantry” a class?’ in Eric Wolf, Pathways of
Power: Building an Anthropology of the Modern
World (Berkeley, 2001), 252–9; see also
Michael Kearney, Reconceptualizing the

Peasantry: Anthropology in Global Perspective
(Boulder, 1996).
31Hamza Alavi, ‘Peasantry and capitalism: a
Marxist discourse’ in Teodor Shanin (ed.),
Peasants and Peasant Societies: Selected Readings
(Oxford, 1987), 185–96; Teodor Shanin,
‘Peasantry in political action’ in ibid., 357–64.
The idea of the peasants’ inability to mount
organized political action and put forward
political demands was most persuasively
challenged in Teodor Shanin, Russia, 1905–
1907: Revolution as a Moment of Truth
(London, 1986).
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social relationships. Moreover, as has been demonstrated, Galicia served as a testing
ground for many of Enlightened Absolutism’s preconceptions and reforms.32 Ukrainian
historiography, since the earliest reflections on the history of the ‘national revival’,
focused on the impact of reforms on the region’s peasants and the Greek-Catholic clergy.
While the emancipation of the peasantry was studied extensively in Galician Marxist
historiography,33 the history of the Ukrainian national movement focused on the
reformed clergy, which would become the educated elite of the nation in making.34

As important as it was, the establishment of a university and university-level education
for the clergy was just one element in the educational system that was being introduced in
the region.

The Austrian state made a concerted attempt to introduce mass compulsory education
in the late eighteenth century, even though these educational reforms were not very
successful and their implementation was slow. Despite the emancipation of 1848, as well
as the great reforms of the 1860s, the majority of the rural population in Galicia remained
illiterate. But even in those days, in the Reichstag of 1848 and the Galician Diet during its
first sessions in the 1860s, we encounter literate and eloquent peasant deputies.35 It was the
fear of these peasant spokesmen that compelled the Polish landowning nobility in the
province to rig the elections and to get rid of the peasant deputies in the Diet altogether
during the 1870s. The 1870s, however, were also the time when compulsory elementary
education was reintroduced in Galicia. It was, as well, the decade when the Ruthenian
national movement, which was losing influence in both the regional Diet and the
parliament in Vienna, launched a number of populist initiatives targeting Galician
villages. Perhaps the most important of those were societies for popular enlightenment,
which relied on a network of reading clubs, series of publications for the common people
and the popular press. The Ukrainian national movement was also able to influence the
curriculum in both elementary schools and gymnasia.36

32Larry Wolff, The Idea of Galicia: History and
Fantasy in Habsburg Political Culture (Stanford,
2010), 14–32.
33Roman Rozdolski [Rozdol’s’kyi;
Rosdolsky], Stosunki poddańcze w dawnej
Galicji [The Feudal Relations in Old Galicia], 2
vols (Warsaw, 1962); idem, Die
Bauernabgeordneten im konstituierenden
österreichischen Reichstag 1848–1849
(Materialien zur Arbeiterbewegung, no. 5)
(Vienna, 1976).
34This is true of both these early twentieth-
century accounts: Mykhailo Vozniak, Iak
probudylosia ukraı̈ns’ke narodnie zhyttia v
Halychyni za Avstriı̈ [How the Ukrainian
National Life Awoke in Galicia under Austria ]
(Biblioteka ‘Novoho chasu’, part 1) (Lviv,
1924), 5–18; and of more contemporary
overviews of the national revival see, for
example, Vitalii Sarbei, Natsional’ne
vidrodzhennia Ukraı̈ny [Ukraine’s National

Revival ] (Ukraı̈na kriz’ viky, vol. 9) (Kyiv,
1999), 58–63.
35The most famous of them was Ivan
Kapushchak, whose speech during the debate
on compensations for the abolition of corvée
labour was reprinted by Karl Marx in Neue
Reinische Zeitung. The activity of peasant
deputies during the 1848 revolutions is
discussed in Roman Rosdolsky, Die
Bauernabgeordneten im konstituierenden
österreichischen Reichstag 1848–1849. For
discussion of the activity of peasant deputies
in the Diet in the 1860s, see Józef Putek,
Pierwsze wystę py włościaństwa polskiego, 1848–
1861 [The First Actions of the Polish Peasantry,
1848–1861 ] (Cracow, 1934).
36Ostap Sereda, ‘Shaping of a National
Identity: Early Ukrainophiles in Austrian
Eastern Galicia, 1860–1873’ (Ph.D., Central
European University, 2003), 325–36; Andriy
Zayarnyuk, ‘Obtaining history: the case of
Ukrainians in Habsburg Galicia, 1848–1900’,
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Against this background, in the 1880s peasants appeared en masse among the
contributors to the popular press published by the national movement, as activists in
societies for popular enlightenment and as politicians on the local, district and all-Galician
scale. They were the product of a decade of popular enlightenment in the framework of
the national movement, of secular elementary schools that had become compulsory
within the new constitutional framework, and of the growing concern with the social
question among the leading activists of the Ruthenian national movement. The issue here
is not a few individuals but a large group of people whose contribution to the national
movement is well documented in John-Paul Himka’s pioneering study of the relationship
between the national movement and rural residents.37According to Himka’s calculations,
in 1884–5 peasants authored 45 per cent of the identified correspondences that were
published in Bat’kivshchyna [The Fatherland], a newspaper for people published by
Ukrainian national-populists. They also accounted for 37.1 per cent of identifiable
authors, although Himka believes that peasant writers possibly contributed more than
half of the published correspondences.38 For the next several decades popular periodicals
and their peasant correspondents became a characteristic feature of the Ukrainian press in
Habsburg Galicia, while a booming peasant membership became a distinctive feature of
the national movement’s political organizations and civic associations.

How do we conceptualize these peasant activists? Were they merely village foot
soldiers of the national movement and identified primarily with it, or were they peasant
leaders speaking and acting on behalf of their class in the nation-centred politics and
public sphere? Their collective biography (by Himka) notes that ‘with their higher
economic and cultural positions, these peasants resembled the activist notability (that is, a
village intelligentsia). However, by comparison with the latter, the peasant-activists were
still economically and culturally primitive, trapped in their villages and traditional in
outlook.’39 They were better educated than average peasants, but none of them had
graduated from a gymnasium; they were still largely self-educated. Most peasant activists
were more prosperous than their co-villagers but they continued to live in villages, and
the size and legal status of their landholdings as well as farming ways were definitely
peasant and differed markedly from that of large landowners. The distinction between
peasants (or small landowners) and landlords (or large landowners) was clearly visible and
legally sanctioned throughout the whole Austrian period. Even if future peasant activists
tried to forge careers for themselves as artisans in cities or as gendarmes and mailmen in
state service, eventually they returned to the countryside, where they combined farming
with political activism.40

Austrian History Yearbook, XXXV (2005),
125–51.
37John-Paul Himka, Galician Villagers and the
Ukrainian National Movement in the Nineteenth
Century (Edmonton, 1988). This study, one of
the first attempts to write a social history of the
national movement, bridges the Marxist
historiographical tradition with the
historiography of the ‘national revival’.
However, it is symptomatic that in his later
work on the Ukrainian national revival Himka

abandons the bottom-up approach of the
Galician Villagers and focuses increasingly on
intellectuals and international politics. See
John-Paul Himka, ‘The construction of
nationality’, op. cit., 109–64.
38Himka, Galician Villagers, op. cit., 85.
39ibid., 148.
40This was the case with Hryhorii Rymar, one
of the leading activists in the Dobrivliany affair
discussed below, and with Pavlo Dumka, a
prominent activist of the Radical Party.
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Most importantly, they all spoke about themselves as peasants and peasantry’s
representatives. As an example of such self-identification of peasant activists we can take a
short public appeal which Diet deputy Stefan Novakovsky composed and sent to ‘all the
newspapers favouring progress’. In it he speaks of being a ‘peasant deputy’ along with
other ‘our peasant deputies’, one of ‘us, peasants, to whom the fourth and fifth curia in
spirit and by emperor’s law belongs’, appeals to ‘Brothers Peasants’ and signs his appeal as
‘farmer from Torky’.41

Whereas historians rarely question the connection between peasant activists and the
peasant class, many would find that characterizing them as intellectuals is problematic.
Even those who acknowledge the agency of peasant activists portray their intellectual
production mostly as the adaptation of the nation’s values and images to their rural
culture and, vice versa, as the incorporation of some elements of peasant tradition into the
national canon.42 In this role peasant mediators appear not dissimilar to non-peasant rural
notables and urban intellectuals interested in drawing peasants into the nation and
effacing the differences between ‘great’ and ‘little’ traditions. Since the dismissal of
peasant intellectual efforts is based not infrequently on the distinctions between original
thinkers and mere propagandists, between original interpretation and misunderstanding
or misreading, I shall interrogate the content of peasant activists’ intellectual output.

One of the first encounters between Ruthenian intellectuals and peasant activists was
the so-called Dobrivliany ‘conspiracy’ of 1886. Several historians used this affair in their
analysis of the relationships between the peasants and the national movement. It entered
historiography as an example of socialist agitation reaching rural areas, and then became
an exemplary case of peasant involvement in the national movement.43 In recent times, it
has also been used as an example of the relationship between intellectuals and peasants.44

A brief outline of this story is as follows. In the early 1880s a group of peasants in two
neighbouring villages became exposed to underground socialist and anti-clerical
publications. At the same time, these villagers subscribed to legal popular publications of
the Ukrainian national movement, submitted articles to various popular newspapers and
were active in a number of reform initiatives in their village communities. They were the
backbone of the only civic associations that existed in these villages at the time: reading
clubs. In their native villages this group of peasants tried either to take over or influence
municipal government and community schools; they were also active in district politics,
challenging corruption in the state administration and province’s self-government.
As was often the case with liberal and radical peasant activists in Christian countries, their

41Manuscript division of the Ossolineum Library
in Wrocław, sygnatura 7193/II ‘Papiery
Bolesława Wysłoucha. Korespondencja
Przyjaciela Ludu i Zorzy z lat 1892–1911. Listy
od różnych osób’ [‘Boleslaw Wysłouch papers.
Correspondence of The Friend of People and of
The Star from the years l892–1911’], 81–3.
Peasant self-identification of Ivan Mykhas,
another peasant activist, is discussed later in this
article.
42Keely Stauter-Halsted, The Nation in the
Village: The Genesis of Peasant National Identity

in Austrian Poland, 1848–1914 (Ithaca, 2001),
178–84, 198–204.
43John-Paul Himka, ‘Polish and Ukrainian
Socialism: Austria, 1867–1890’ (Ph.D.,
University of Michigan, 1976), 409–20; for
the same heroes in the context of the Ukrainian
national movement, see his Galician Villagers,
op. cit., 137–40, 186, 292–3.
44Hrytsak, Prorok u svoı̈i vitchyzni [A Prophet in
His Fatherland ], op. cit.
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activities led to a conflict with their parish priests; and in the 1860s and 1870s village priests
by and largewere the only agents of the nationalmovement in the countryside. This conflict
resulted in a denunciation of the peasant activists as blasphemers and socialists, which led to a
criminal investigation, a trial and harsh sentences for some of the activists.

In Yaroslav Hrytsak’s study of Ivan Franko, arguably the most prominent Ukrainian
intellectual in Galicia at the turn of the twentieth century, the discussion of the
Dobrivliany affair is the crux of the chapter ‘Franko and his peasants’. His analysis is also
exemplary of the way peasant activists are treated in contemporary Ukrainian
historiography. Some of the peasant activists involved in the Dobrivliany affair were
indeed in direct contact with Franko and undoubtedly influenced by him. For Hrytsak
the whole story is a remarkable example of the ‘initial misunderstanding’ between the
bearers of ‘modern’ and ‘traditional culture’. This cultural misunderstanding occurs
because they live in different interpretive frameworks: ‘The essence of the problem is [the
fact] that the intelligentsia and the peasants, reading or listening to the same texts written
in the same language, understand the same words and notions differently (and peasants
sometimes do not understand them at all).’45

Hrytsak portrays Franko as someone who wrote about and defended the peasantry,
yet deeply misunderstood real peasants’ desires and drives. Peasants allegedly interpreted
things in the light of their village experiences and expectations; Hrytsak draws attention
to the word bat’kivshchyna, which could mean both a national homeland and the peasants’
‘small homeland’.46 Used in the title of the movement’s popular newspaper, this word
allegedly helped spread the image of a new common patrimony, in which all the peasants
would become owners of land. While in this case the misunderstanding was intentional
and anticipated by the activists, there were also unexpected misunderstandings that
revealed the chasm separating peasants from intellectuals. Hrytsak claims that even as
readers of Franko’s fiction, peasants were a questionable audience that just did not grasp
the message correctly. Allegedly, a similar misunderstanding was prominent in the
Dobrivliany affair, in which peasants had interpreted metaphors as hard facts, turned
subtle criticism into lewd humour and for that had ended up in jail.

However, careful analysis of references contained in the texts of peasant activistswhowere
involved in the Dobrivliany affair reveals that they had read the socialist brochures, had
understood them and reflected upon them. It also shows that illegal socialist brochures were
not the only foundation of their knowledge, as they were very familiar with legal popular
publications of the national movement. Nevertheless, it is true that in the peasants’ texts
indirect references to socialist brochures often appear with connotations that were
dramatically different from those intended by the authors of these brochures. But does this
mean that peasant activists were not capable of understanding more complex texts?

Let us consider some examples. An underground socialist brochure entitled
On Farming, which was aimed at Galician peasants, states that ‘all riches come from
work’, implying that labour is the source of all value.47 In one of his articles, the leading

45ibid., 267.
46ibid., 272.
47Lyps’kyi [Serhii Podolyns’kyi and Mykhailo
Drahomanov], Pro khliborobstvo: Rozmova

tretia. Iak de zemlia podilena i iak by treba ı̈ı̈
derzhaty [On Farming: Conversation Three. How
and Where Land is Divided and How It Should Be
Kept ] (Geneva, 1877), v.
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peasant activist of the Dobrivliany affair, Hryhorii Rymar, uses a similar phrase to
express the idea that ‘diligent work’ is a necessary pre-condition of any material comfort,
and he argues in favour of industriousness.48 Describing social relations, the same
brochure notes that ‘all evil started because people wanted to enslave each other to force
someone else to work for them. A war began, and the war needed leaders and princes or
tsars, and after the tsars, the masters appeared.’49 Unlike the brochure, in his texts Rymar
does not view evil as stemming from social exploitation and state power. His discourse on
the nature of evil locates it in relationships between individuals. For him, evil can be
present in an individual’s intentions, and the manifestations of these intentions are hatred,
envy and thirst for power.50 However, Rymar sees the means to deter these aggressive
impulses in the legal system, and he claims that the best way to curb human evil is by
securing personal freedoms and inalienability of private property.51

While these examples can be interpreted as a misreading of socialist brochures by
peasant activists, it must be kept in mind that Rymar was not recapitulating the texts of
socialist brochures but articulating his own social and political vision. From his local point
of view, the state and law could – and should – serve as a protection against local caciques,
be they parish priests, district officials, landlords or usurers. There is evidence that even
peasant activists who did not contribute any writings to the popular press understood
underground socialist publications properly, and clearly saw the revolutionary message
conveyed by their authors.52 Moreover, while not socialist, Rymar’s article is well in line
with the liberal vision of social problems and social progress as articulated by the
mainstream of the Ukrainian national movement at least since the 1860s. The emphasis on
misunderstanding and misreading also assumes that there is one true interpretation of the
texts in question. In fact, popular socialist brochures themselves mimicked legal popular
publications of the national movement which indeed were promoting improvement
through sobriety, frugality and self-help. Peasant reading of socialist brochures mines
these other layers of meaning that were present there, but which have not been noticed by
scholars. Sometimes this mimicking even worked against the socialist message.

Intellectual activity is always grounded in a particular communicative community, in
a particular context in which produced knowledge retains its validity and value. The task
of the peasant intellectual was not to accept, follow and reproduce the ideas formulated
by émigré socialist intellectuals; they had to produce knowledge that suited their agendas
and local conditions. If intellectualism is an ‘intense praxical investment in modes and
forms of mental activity’, then peasant activists’ reading and writing practices qualify as
such, irrespective of their relevance for us today.53

48Hryhorii Rymar, ‘Oi ti radykaly, radykaly!’
[‘Oh, those radicals, radicals!’], Khliborob [The
Farmer ], 6 (1893).
49Lyps’kyi, Pro khliborobstvo [On Farming ], op.
cit., vi.
50Rymar, ‘Oi ti radykaly, radykaly!’ [‘Oh,
those radicals, radicals!’], op. cit.
51[Hryhorii Rymar], ‘Liubov do blyzhnioho.
Pamiatka po bl. p. Hryhoriiu Rymari’ [‘Love
to one’s neighbour. A monument after blessed

memory Hyrhorii Rymar’], Khliborob, 20
(1893), 140.
52One of the peasant conspirators testified that
he would not lend an illegal brochure to other
peasants because ‘of the fear that their blood
would rise’. See Manuscript Division, Taras
Shevchenko Institute of Literature, Kyiv, fond
3, file 2322, fols 210–11.
53Dominic Boyer and Claudio Lomnitz,
‘Intellectuals and nationalism: anthropological
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Despite the fact that peasants were not ‘knowledge professionals’, their knowledge and
intellectual capacity were recognized and utilized at the local level. This local context
partly determined the choice of knowledge and ideology by peasant activists. Rymar’s
advocacy of the rule of law and his positive view of the state as its only possible guarantee
were not undermined by the harsh sentence that shattered his life. He insisted that his case
was rather an exception, as he viewed laws as ‘necessary for order, security, and well-
being in human society’.54 Peasant activists tried to work legally, using the venues that
had been opened by the constitution: freedom of the press and associations, bodies of
representational politics and institutions of municipal self-government. They founded
and were active in reading clubs that provided a space alternative to and independent of
village administrations, and which would become the abode of reason and rational
critique in the countryside. Thus, at the local level their role was very similar to that of
educated ‘professional intellectuals’ working at the national level. Knowledge and power
went hand in hand here as well: peasant intellectuals believed that they possessed the
recipes for improving life in their communities, but they also tried to obtain the power to
apply these recipes.55

Although activists’ local reading clubs were part of nationwide umbrella
organizations, their intellectual equipment was not limited to the ideas and images
offered by the national movement. Peasant activists from Dobrivliany read brochures in
Polish, traces of which can be found in their own texts; some of them also read in
German. These activists should not be treated as mere clients of urban intellectuals: some
of those involved in the Dobrivliany affair had a number of urban connections,
sometimes in antagonistic political or even national camps, while others did not know
any urban intellectuals. Yet, all of them had earned special recognition and reached
prominent positions in their communities because of their level of knowledge and
activism.

For Zygmunt Bauman, being an intellectual is determined by the relationship with
other groups and by the specific mode of activity that defines one vis-à-vis these other
groups; it also starts with the decision to engage in this particular activity.56 Bauman sees
‘mobilization and self-recruitment’ as two essential features of intellectualism. One
becomes an intellectual once one decides to move beyond the normal activity of one’s
own occupation: ‘The intentional meaning of “being an intellectual” is to rise above the
partial preoccupation of one’s own profession or artistic genre and engage with the global
issues of truth, judgement and taste of the time.’57 The experiences of peasant activists
fully accord with this model of ‘becoming an intellectual’.

Their intellectual pursuits were connected with their engagement in national and local
politics and civic activism. Their intellectualism and activism were possible because of the
existence of new institutional venues that were unavailable to earlier generations of
Galician peasants. Constitutional politics, an open public sphere and equality before the

engagements’, Annual Review of Anthropology,
XXXIV (2005), 107.
54[Hryhorii Rymar], ‘Liubov do blyzhnioho’
[‘Love to one’s neighbour’], op. cit., 141.
55Bohomolets’ [Atanasii Mel’nyk], ‘Volia
Iakubova v lypniu’ [‘Volia Iakubova in July’],

Gazeta Naddniestrzańska [The Banks of Dniester
Newspaper ], 14, 1887.
56Bauman, Legislators and Interpreters, op. cit., 8.
57ibid., 2.
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law, with the possibility of bringing one’s grievances to an independent court, generated
a demand for villagers able to understand these institutions and their procedures, to
represent and negotiate these villagers’ interests. Village-based peasant activists often
found that their reading and writing skills and their knowledge of the world were in high
demand. At the same time, these new pursuits were not a full-time occupation and no
substitute for farming as their primary means of subsistence. Moreover, peasant activists
were not simply responding to the social demand. They were village reformers, founders
of new institutions and associations who created and shaped local public arenas
connecting them to the nationwide public sphere.

In the next section of this article I argue that the public sphere created by village
activists was not so much about the free circulation of ideas competing with each other by
means of a better argument, but about negotiation and the articulation of particular social
interests and specific concerns, and about earning them universal recognition. I will also
show that socialist ideas did influence peasant activists, and their indirect impact may be
seen in peasant intellectuals’ foremost concern with injustice and power. This concern, as
well as peasant activists’ contested participation in the national public sphere, figured
prominently in their writings as early as the 1880s, and in the 1890s led most of them to
the left wing of the Ukrainian national movement’s political spectrum, the Ruthenian-
Ukrainian Radical Party.

PEASANTRY’S ORGANIC INTELLECTUAL

Gramsci’s best-known contribution to the sociology of intellectuals was his concept of
organic intellectuals. These are usually understood as intellectuals who transcend narrow
corporate interests and identities, and who speak and work for the larger community to
which they believe they belong. The two exemplary cases of modern social classes with
their own organic intellectuals are the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Following
Gramsci, scholars also contrast organic intellectuals with traditional ones: the latter are
engaged in occupations based on the pursuit and preservation of knowledge, but are not
organically tied to any larger social group. Even sociologists working in the Weberian
tradition also see their modern intellectuals as embedded in modernity’s numerous
interest groups. They postulate that modern intellectuals appeared because ‘the need was
constituted by the disintegration of the consensus universalis; society was dividing into
contending interest groups, each of which was seeking articulation and rationalization of
its particular viewpoints. The intellectuals were the natural instrument of such
activities.’58

Many scholars have had doubts about the ability of peasants to have their own organic
intellectuals. Gramsci himself says: ‘It is to be noted that the mass of the peasantry,
although it performs an essential function in the world of production, does not elaborate
its own “organic” intellectuals, nor does it “assimilate” any stratum of “traditional”
intellectuals, although it is from the peasantry that other social groups drawmany of their
intellectuals and a high proportion of traditional intellectuals are of peasant origin.’59

58See Mohan (ed.), The Mythmakers, op. cit., 35. 59Gramsci, ‘Intellectuals’, op. cit., 6.
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Although it has been demonstrated that peasant activists from Galicia could be
described as peasant intellectuals, the question remains whether they themselves identified
with the peasantry and acted in defence of peasant interests or saw themselves merely as
agents of the national movement and members of the national community. In his seminal
study of Galician peasants’ participation in the national movement, Himka, while
demonstrating the intrinsic connection between the social and the national in the agendas
of peasant activists, cautions that it is ‘difficult, perhaps, impossible, to gauge the
proportions of “national” and “social” in the peasants’ national movement’.60 One may
argue that the populist national movement merely used the peasants’ social discontent and
channelled it into national articulations; the peasantry could be seen as merely a victim of
nationalist demagoguery, since in the new national project peasants are as deprived of
their own voice as ever. This question of the relationship between the peasantry and the
nationalist project has become especially prominent in the context of post-colonial
studies: ‘The relevance of the nation as a way of framing communitarian relations for
various subaltern groups has been an open question since the days in which peasantries
were conceptualized as “part societies” because of their tenuous inclusion in the nation.’61

These broader questions may be examined in the life and work of one peasant intellectual.
Ivan Mykhas was a marginal figure in the Dobrivliany ‘conspiracy’. Mykhas’s village

was located in a different district, approximately 35 kilometres from Dobrivliany. His
participation in some meetings with the ‘conspirators’ is documented, and he spent some
time under gendarmes’ surveillance. Ivan Mykhas was born in about 1864 to peasant
parents who were among the largest ‘small landowners’ in the village; nevertheless, their
combined plots of land amounted only to approximately 9.2 ha, or 16 Joch.62 From
Mykhas’s contributions to popular newspapers we may deduce that by 1884 he had
become an independent farmer. By that time he had also completed his education.
Indirect evidence indicates that he finished at least elementary school, and most probably
in the district centre, the city of Sambir.63

In 1884, back in his native village, Mykhas became acquainted with a young radical
teacher, the son of peasants, who had a gymnasium education. On the basis of

60Himka, Galician Villagers, op. cit., 205.
61See Boyer and Lomnitz, ‘Intellectuals and
nationalism’, op. cit., 112.
62Central State Historical Archive in Lviv
(Tsentral’nyi Derzhavnyi Istorychnyi Arkhiv
u L’vovi, hereafter TsDIAuL), fond 20, list 14,
file 197. Ifwe use Lenin’s classification of peasant
farms in theRussian Empire during theRussian
Revolution of 1905–7,Mykhas’s parentswould
be closer to poor rather than middle peasants;
poor peasants on average owned 7.65 ha, while
middle peasants owned 16.4 ha. See Vladimir
Lenin, ‘Agrarnaia programma sotsial-
demokratii v pervoi russkoi revoliutsii 1905–
1907 godov’ [‘The agrarian programme of
social-democracy in the first Russian
Revolution, 1905–1907’) in Vladimir Lenin,
Polnoe sobranie sochinenii [Complete Collection of

Works ], 16 vols (Moscow, 1973), 199. In
Galicia, however, as of 1859 this landholding
would have belonged to the category of the 23.4
per cent of peasants who owned between 10 and
20 Joch, with 68.3 per cent of farmers owning
less land and only 8.4 per cent owningmore. See
Mykhailo Herasymenko, Ahrarni vidnosyny v
Halychyni v period kryzy panshchyznianoho
hospodarstva [Agrarian Relations in Galicia during
the Period of the Crisis of the Corvée Economy]
(Lviv, Vydavnytstvo AN URSR, 1959), 239.
63See some passages in some of Mykhas’s
articles: Ivan z nad Dnistra [Ivan Mykhas’],
‘Pys’mo z Sambirshchyny I’ [‘A letter from the
Sambir region’], Bat’kivshchyna [The
Fatherland], 50 (1884), 312; idem, ‘Pys’mo z
Sambirshchyny’ [‘A letter from the Sambir
region’], Bat’kivshchyna, 48 (1884), 303.
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information provided by the latter, Mykhas contacted Ivan Franko, the leading
Ukrainian radical in Galicia. That same year Mykhas’s first article was published in
Bat’kivshchyna [The Fatherland], the popular political and economic newspaper for
peasants.

Mykhas commented on why he engaged in political activism in his posthumously
published notes, which were conceived as memoirs: ‘With devoted thoughts, with
flaming love and ardour I rushed to [commence] sincere work to make the Ukrainian
peasant, my native brother, aware, to raise his spirit at least to the level of our Polish
peasant neighbors (Mazury). I thought: “Who can do something wrong to me! They
cannot take away my plot of land, they cannot transfer me to the Cracow area,64 no one
can take away my peasantness (khlopstvo) and grant me nobility, no one can assign me a
larger tax – who can do anything wrong to me?!!”’65 In this passage Mykhas speaks of
being both a Ukrainian and a peasant, but his peasant status looms larger and is presented
as determining Mykhas’s political involvement. He claims to work and speak for the
peasants, and from the position of a peasant, not the intelligentsia.

This self-reflection from the 1900s may be seen as retrospection. But even in his articles
from the 1880s, written in the early stages of his activism, Mykhas appears as a peasant
rebuking the Ukrainian intelligentsia. In his first submission to Bat’kivshchyna Mykhas
complains that those ‘in a deep sleep’ in his area ‘are not so much peasants as the
Ruthenian intelligentsia’, who ‘not only do not care about the peasants but are asleep
themselves’.66 He reminds the intelligentsia of its guiding role, and of its duty to work
with the peasants: ‘The Ruthenian intelligentsia would have to help us, because alone we
go into enlightenment as if groping, like walking a narrow footbridge without a
railing.’67 In this appeal to the intelligentsia Mykhas emphasizes the peasants’ dependency
on it, but avoids the negative appellations that were common in the discourse of non-
peasant national activists, who reproached peasants for their ignorance and passivity.
In fact, viewed against the background of the intelligentsia’s indifference, peasants’ efforts
at self-enlightenment in Mykhas’s publications appear impressive and praiseworthy.

In his articles Mykhas wrote about his own village, where the community had hired an
unofficial teacher for the village children; then the villagers started reading newspapers
and books, and finally, in the 1880s, the village endowed a regular elementary school.

64Mykhas refers to the transfer of members of
the Ruthenian state-employed intelligentsia to
ethnically Polish western Galicia.
65Iarema Hirnychenko, Mizh molotom i
kovadlom (Obraz z khlops’koı̈ polityky): Iz
zapyskiv organizatora Sambirshchyny Iv.
Mykhasa [Between the Hammer and the Anvil
(A Picture from Peasant Politics): From the Notes
of Ivan Mykhas, the Organizer of the Sambir
Region ] (Lviv, Nakladom I. Mykhasa i M. A.,
1908), 3. Other peasant activists from Galicia
were voicing the same sentiments with nearly
identical words. For example: ‘No one can
degrade me from [being] a peasant, and even if
someone could I would not want that, even if it

was not degradation.’ Manuscript divison of
the Ossolineum Library inWrocław, sygnatura
14093/II, t.1, Wawrzyniec Dayczak, ‘Z dni
wielkich przemian. Wspomnienia architekta’
[‘From the days of the great changes, architect’s
memoirs’], 256. These quotes echo Marx’s
‘proletarians have nothing to lose but their
chains’, but at the same time refer to peasants’
relative self-sufficiency and, arising from it,
independence.
66Ivan z nad Dnistra, ‘Pys’mo z
Sambirshchyny’ [‘A letter from the Sambir
region’], op. cit., 303.
67ibid.
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Mykhas believed that enlightenment was bringing peasants tangible material benefits:
there were technological improvements, peasants were now able to manage their finances
and calculate budgets, and they were acquiring discriminative judgement. In Mykhas’s
self-portrait of peasant-activist innovation, entrepreneurship and enlightenment go hand
in hand with service to the community: ‘He is our greatest entrepreneur ( promyslovets’)
and the first one to [partake in the] Enlightenment, and also he provides an example to all
in love for his neighbour’.68

The enlightenment that Mykhas advocates is not a matter of individual choice and
personal benefit. He seeks and promotes enlightenment in order to secure for peasants a
well-deserved and respected position in the society at large. The goals of the
‘enlightenment’ are society’s recognition of the peasantry, and peasants’ social and
cultural uplifting: ‘We need enlightenment, enlightenment, the help and care of our
intelligentsia!’69 Mykhas subverts the usual rhetoric of paternalist tutelage found in
popular publications and transforms it into the rhetoric of service to society.

A prominent feature of Mykhas’s political activism was his anti-clericalism. Some
elements of it are present already in his early texts from 1884–5: in an article against the
exacting observance of Lent he argues that the church’s strict rules about fasting were
exacerbating peasant malnutrition, especially of children.70 Nonetheless, in the late 1880s
he co-operated with some local priests and praised them for their willingness to work for
the benefit of the people. However, the priests with whom he sympathized were soon
transferred elsewhere.71 One of those priests was a member of the political group from
which the Ukrainian Christian-Socialist Party emerged. During this period of co-
operation with young local clergy Mykhas also contributed to the popular government
daily published for the Ukrainian peasants.72

In the early 1890s, when Mykhas was elected to the post of village mayor, a major
conflict erupted between him and the new parish priest, who had received a permanent
posting in Mykhas’s parish. Tensions between parish priests and mayors were the rule
rather than the exception in the Galician countryside, as the holders of both offices
competed for the loyalty of villagers and influence over them.73 But in this case, local
developments came into play with nationwide ones. In 1890 the Ruthenian-Ukrainian
Radical Party was founded. Its mandate was a socialist ‘maximum-programme’ – a
declaration of the party’s social ideals rather than a concrete political programme – while
its ‘minimum-programme’ called for the democratization of the political system, the
securing of constitutional rights and freedoms, and the betterment of the peasants’
economic situation. Ivan Mykhas became a member of this party.

68Ivan z nad Dnistra, ‘Pys’mo z Sambirshchyny
II’ [‘A letter from the Sambir region II’],
Bat’kivshchyna, 51 (1884), 194.
69ibid.
70The translation of the citations in this article is
from Himka, Galician Villagers, op. cit., 138.
71Ivan z nad Dnistra, ‘Pys’mo z
Sambirshchyny’ [‘A letter from the Sambir
region II’], Bat’kivshchyna, 45 (1886); idem,
‘Pys’mo z Sambirshchyny’ [‘A letter from the
Sambir region’], Bat’kivshchyna, 25 (1887).

72Ivan z nad Dnistra, ‘Iz Sambirshchyny’
[‘From the Sambir region’], Narodna
Chasopys’ [People’s Newspaper ], 52, 1892.
73This type of conflict was common to many
European countries in the nineteenth century.
Some examples are cited in Roland Sarti, Long
Live the Strong: A History of Rural Society in the
Apennine Mountains (Amherst, 1985); Barnett
Singer, Village Notables in Nineteenth-Century
France: Priests, Mayors, Schoolmasters, SUNY
series in European social history (Albany, 1983).
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Describing his ‘conversion’ to radicalism in one of his articles, Mykhas claimed that he
was once ‘an adamant enemy of radical socialists’, but that he had embraced radicalism
only after having realized the selfishness and exploitation of peasants by local priests:

I delved into the teachings of Jesus Christ, researched his life, and compared it with
ours. Because of that I defended the poor and wronged man.

Quite often, without taking much into account their standing, I told people the
straightforward truth, especially reproaching priests, that they, pastors, although
human, wrong their flock. And because of this people often look for advice in the
tavern and take a Jew as their pastor . . .

This fuelled my interest in becoming more familiar with the principles of those
radicals, because I knew one very honest man and the priests were calling him a
radical. Last year I received several issues of your Khliborob [The Farmer ]
(a newspaper for peasants published by the Ruthenian-Ukrainian Radical Party)
from a friend. I am reading this and see that it writes in my spirit – the pure truth;
I have started thinking and concluded that I myself am a radical socialist’.74

We may doubt the sincerity of Mykhas’s alleged abhorrence of radicals and socialists
since he knew many of them already in the mid-1880s. At the same time, before joining
the Radical Party, he tried to find intellectual allies among the local, pro-government
Ukrainian intelligentsia and the clergy. Membership in the Radical Party meant
opposition to both the government and the leadership of the Ukrainian national
movement. In exchange, Mykhas received much-needed moral and ideological support.

For Gramsci, a political party was the logical place for an organic intellectual: ‘The
political party, for all groups, is precisely the mechanism which carries out in civil society
the same function as the State carries out, more synthetically and over a larger scale, in
political society.’75 He even claims that all the members of the political party may be
regarded as intellectuals: ‘That all members of a political party should be regarded as
intellectuals is an affirmation that can easily lend itself to mockery and caricature. But if
one thinks about it nothing could be more exact. . . . In the political party the elements of
an economic social group get beyond that moment of their historical development and
become agents of more general activities of a national and international character.’76

In Habsburg Galicia the system of Ukrainian political parties crystallized in the 1890s.
While therewas a group of activists adhering to the same ideology at the core of each party,
only the Radical and the National-Democratic parties succeeded in building a
comprehensive organizational framework reaching down to the villages and comprising
various voluntary associations, from co-operatives to fire-fighting and gymnastic societies.

Party membership facilitated Mykhas’s transformation from a man of opinion into a
practical politician. As mayor, he was able to implement a number of his initiatives at the
community level. He had also entered politics at the district level, encouraging in other

74Ivan z nad Dnistra, nachal’nyk hromady
(Ivan from around Dniester, a community
mayor) [Ivan Mykhas’], ‘Iak vit prystav do

radykaliv’ [‘How a mayor joined the radicals’],
Khliborob, 10 (1893).
75Gramsci, ‘Intellectuals’, op. cit., 15.
76ibid., 16.
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villages ‘revolutions’ similar to the one he was carrying out in his own community. After
negotiating with the district administration, he organized a separate peasant pre-election
committee with its own candidates running for the district council. Through the political
party he also worked at the national level: contributing to newspapers, serving as either
the party’s agent or the candidate in parliamentary and provincial elections, and attending
party congresses, where political strategy and key social and economic issues were
discussed.

How does the ‘national movement’ relate to this story of political and social activism
channelled through a political party? Since heated debates were already taking place
concerning the question of the nationality of Galician Ruthenians, the Radical Party also
had an official position on this matter: Galician Ruthenians belonged to the Ukrainian
nation. On this issue Ivan Mykhas showed greater tolerance than the party
leadership. In his letters he cautioned party leaders to refrain from striking out at the
Russophiles, since his experience of them was more pleasant than his association with the
Ukrainian national-populists.77

But ‘national’ in late nineteenth-century Galicia cannot be reduced to mere
identification with a certain national collective. ‘Nation’ functioned as a body politic on
its own. Political parties were conceived in, functioned, and were limited by respective
national communities. One of the arenas where Mykhas’s conflict with his parish priest
surfaced was the local branch of Prosvita, the Ukrainian society for the enlightenment of
people. In 1892, the year that Mykhas founded a reading club in his native village,
Prosvita was transformed from a civic association based in the province’s capital into a
network of reading clubs, any number of which could be founded on the basis of Prosvita
statutes. The eastern part of Galicia, where Ukrainians constituted a numerical majority,
was filled with the organization’s branches corresponding to the province’s
administrative divisions. The goal of Prosvita was to become ‘nationwide’ in the literal
sense of the word, with every community ideally having a Prosvita reading club of its
own. The society was supposed to be above party divisions, and its reading clubs were to
become the nuclei of a variety of civic organizations.

During a meeting of the Sambir branch of Prosvita, which took place in 1893, Mykhas
accused the branch’s leadership of indifference and hostility to the cause of peasant
enlightenment: ‘It looks as if they are ashamed of us (priests shouting here: “Stop him
from speaking!” but the majority was in favour of the speech being continued) . . . and as
if they are afraid that the peasant wants to wake up from the impregnable darkness. And I
am saying this from my own experience . . . ’78

Mykhas recounted the story of a peasant committee that was working on the issue of
district elections. When it came under severe criticism from local Ruthenian priests, who
accused its members of conspiracy and, potentially, socialism, he wrote:

77As late as 1901 Ivan Mykhas called upon the
leadership of theRadical Party to display greater
tolerance toward the Russophiles: TsDIAuL,
fond 663, list 1, file 222, fol. 44. In the 1890s
Ukrainian clerics accused Mykhas of co-
operating with the Russophiles. See Manuscript
Division of the Stefanyk Library in Lviv

(hereafter VR LNNB), Oleksander Barvins’kyi
Collection, file 626, folders 59, fol. 24.
78Ivan Mykhas, ‘Prosvita narodu i pevni rus’ki
ottsi dukhovni v Sambirshchyni’ [‘The
enlightenment of people and certain
Ruthenian spiritual fathers in the Sambir
region’], Khliborob, 21–3, 153–5 (1893).
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I am asking you, Reverend Fathers and our pastors: if something concerns you, do
you not organize deanery meetings? And even cantors get together and have
councils about their future, and all officials organize their own meetings and hand
down their decisions, and entrepreneurs and artisans and workers organize meetings
and improve their lot. And would you like us, poor peasants, to be forever used as
oxen? Forgive me the word of truth, but as All-knowing God is my witness, with
such behaviour you yourself evoke radicalism among the people against you.79

Even though in the society’s district branch Mykhas’s speeches and actions alienated
him from the majority of Prosvita members, recruited largely from local clergymen and
members of the secular intelligentsia, the society’s central executive still considered him a
wonderful example of an enlightened peasant activist. The executive approached Mykhas
with a request that he submit his autobiography and a photograph of himself for
publication in the society’s illustrated yearly calendar.80 News of this request reached
local priests, who blackmailed the executive by threatening to leave the society en
masse.81 After the executive investigated the matter, it tried, without success, to mediate
and quash the conflict. In the end, Mykhas left the society82 but remained active in the
village reading club.

Mykhas’s relations with another nationwide institution, the Radical Party, was not
problem free either. This party experienced a major transformation in 1899 when
some of its leaders, together with the majority of national-populists, co-founded the
Ukrainian National-Democratic Party, which eventually became the largest and most
influential Ukrainian party in Galicia. Younger Marxist intellectuals seceded from the
Radical Party and formed the Ukrainian Social-Democratic Party. Only a tiny
fraction of the former party leadership remained under the old party banner. Peasant
activists in the Radical Party were deeply disturbed by these divisions, but by and
large they proved to be the party’s most loyal members. Many of them perceived
the schisms in the party as the treachery of the urban intelligentsia, which had never
truly trusted the peasants.83 Immediately after the split both the Social-Democrats
and the Radicals claimed to have won Mykhas for their parties. In 1900 he was
forced to clarify his party affiliation and publicly declared that, even though he
sympathized with the Social-Democrats on some issues, his convictions were radical
and not socialist.84 This declaration did not put an end to Mykhas’s collaboration
with prominent Ukrainian Social-Democrats, whom he continued inviting to peasant
rallies and meetings.

TheRadical Party requestedMykhas to clarify his position because of his participation in
the meeting of peasant activists from several neighbouring districts called by a peasant
deputy to the Galician Diet. The meeting resolved to support incoming Reichsrat election
candidates of the Ukrainian Social-Democratic Party.85 Mykhas also maintained contacts

79ibid.
80ibid, fol. 27.
81ibid, fols 29–30.
82ibid, fols 28–35.
83ibid, fols 223–4.
84ibid, fols 36–7.

85Manuscript division of the Ossolineum
Library in Wrocław, sygnatura 7193/II
‘Papiery Bolesława Wysłoucha’ [‘Boleslaw
Wysłouch papers’], op. cit., 81–3. Unlike the
Polish Social-Democratic Party of Galicia and
Silesia, whose popular base was in larger urban
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with Ernest Breiter, a Lviv-based Polish socialist not affiliated with any party and the
publisher of a scandalous weekly calledMonitor.86 Nor were Mykhas’s contacts limited to
the leftwing of the political spectrum: he continued to associatewith several secular activists
of the Ukrainian National-Democratic Party who were interested in the social question.

Even though the Radical Party emerged from the schisms of 1899 more peasant than
ever, the position of peasant activists in the party was precarious. Activists’ residence in
the countryside impaired their in-party politicking: they could not sit on the party
executive or run party papers. Some openly complained of doing all the dirty and
difficult groundwork so that city barristers could be elected to the parliament.87 In the
1900s the party worked hard to establish a lasting organizational infrastructure in the
countryside. Such an infrastructure would be used for communication and the political
mobilization of the party’s constituency, and would be more stable than a few remarkable
individuals. Gymnastic and fire-fighting societies were supplanting individual peasant
activists as the party’s pillars of strength. With the spread of literacy and peasants’ greater
access to secondary and higher education, gymnasium and university students were
replacing veteran peasant activists as agitators and propagandists.

The new trends were compounded by persistent questioning of the intellectual abilities
of peasant intellectuals. Political groups inimical to the radicals took great pleasure in
mocking the party’s peasant members. Parish priests often labelled their radical enemies as
‘half-learned’ and ‘under-educated’. Occasionally, members of the radical urban
intelligentsiawould also raise concerns about their peasant comrades’ powers of judgement;
Mykhas had received his fair share of such criticisms. It was, however, doubts about the
sincerity of his claims to work for and represent the peasants that hurt him most gravely.

These allegations appeared for the first time in 1899, on the eve of the municipal
elections in Mykhas’s native village. Between 1893, when Mykhas spoke out against
priests at the Prosvita meeting, and 1899 a veritable war raged in the village between
Mykhas and the local priest, both of whom were backed by their supporters. On the eve
of the 1899 elections, the priest’s party sought to publicize their campaign against Mykhas
on a nationwide scale, just as peasant activists used to do with their local struggles.
A brochure entitled Radical Mayor accused Mykhas of abuse of power, physical violence
against other villagers and fraud. His enemies also claimed that Mykhas was no peasant
but a gentleman (surdutovets’, ‘man in a frock coat’).

In one of his private letters Mykhas acknowledges the differences between himself and
other villagers: ‘I changed into a suit (because I married a Czech woman, daughter of an
estate renter and from an important family) in order to have an opportunity to mingle
among civilization [civilized people] to enlighten myself better and ask for something for
these poor people . . . ’88

centres, the Ukrainian Social-Democratic Party
was able to secure pockets of support in the
countryside. One of two Ukrainian Social-
Democrats elected to the Reichsrat in 1907,
after the suffrage was extended to all adult
males, was peasant Iatsko Ostapchuk.
86‘Anarchista w sutannie’ [‘An anarchist in the
cassock’], Monitor, 32, 1899.

87Manuscript Division, VR LNNB, Collection
of the Library of the Shevchenko Scholarly
Society, list 2, file 63/2.
88Manuscript Division, Taras Shevchenko
Institute of Literature in Kyiv, fond 3, file
3113, fols 254–7.
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Keely Stauter-Halsted has alerted historians to the fact that Galician peasant activists
constituted a separate interest group with its own agenda. As a rule, these activists were
wealthier and more educated than the average villager; they also benefited from their
engagement in the national movement more than other peasants.89 Mykhas’s story seems
to support this argument. He had a sense of his own distinctiveness, and was not the only
activist complaining occasionally about being alienated from the village community.90

On the other hand, Mykhas’s reaction showed how central this identification with the
peasants was to his selfhood. Again, the feeling of being in the community and at the same
time apart from it is quite typical for modern intellectuals.91 When he lived in
Morozovychi, he was a peasant from the legal point of view, slated to vote in the curia of
‘small landowners’. Latitude of wealth and occupation among the peasantry, as well as the
impossibility to delineate sociologically the boundaries of a class, should also be taken into
account.

Mykhas lost the mayoral elections in 1899. In fact, both Mykhas and his enemy
received an equal number of votes. According to the law, if a draw was repeated in two
more rounds of voting, the elections had to be solved by lottery. Mykhas lost. He sued his
slanderers but without much success. The conflict in the village did not abate, and
municipal power was now in the hands of his enemies. Damage was inflicted on the
properties of Mykhas and his friends, who also received threats and were assaulted
physically. The hostilities ended after Mykhas sold his homestead and land and moved
approximately 20 kilometres north, where he purchased part of a former demesne.

The new property was much larger than the land he had sold in Morozovychi.
The neighbouring community of Berehy became the new base of his community work,
eventually turning into a stronghold of radicalism in the district. Just like in his native
village of Morozovychi, a conflict with the local conservative priest emerged in Berehy,
where the clergyman eventually lost control over the municipal administration and
village civic associations. Unlike in Morozovychi, Mykhas was not a member of the
Berehy village community per se because his farm was a hamlet located outside the
boundaries of the village proper; hence he could not vote or be elected to municipal
offices.

The move to Berehy did not spell the end of his active involvement in politics, and he
had no intention of leaving the Radical Party. Moreover, even though Mykhas’s anti-
clericalism was as strong as ever, he made a reappearance on the broader national public
scene. In the meantime, the more conservative clerical elements among the national-
populists formed their own political party, the Ruthenian-National Catholic Union
(later renamed as the Ukrainian Christian-Socialist Party), while the National-
Democratic Party increasingly styled itself as a national coalition that allowed for
differences of opinion. Moreover, regarding the solution to the agrarian question – the

89Stauter-Halsted, Nation in the Village, op. cit.
90See also Ivan Sanduliak, Selo Karliv kolys’ a
teper’ [The Village of Karliv in the Past and Now ]
(Lviv, 1890), 63. This estrangement is also
evident in the writings of Hryhorii Rymar, a
retired gendarme and the central figure in the
Dobrivliany conspiracy.

91This has been well documented in the case of
Marxist intellectuals and workers, and arguably
applies to Karl Marx himself. See Shlomo
Avineri, ‘Marx and the intellectuals’, Journal of
the History of Ideas, XXVII, 2 (April–June 1967),
269–78.
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buyout of landlords’ estates by the state and their distribution among the peasants – the
programme of the Ukrainian National-Democratic Party was essentially no different
from that of the Radical Party. Neither were there serious disagreements on political
reforms and national rights. Rather, the difference was tactical: the Radical Party
remained anti-clerical, while the National-Democratic Party valued nationalist and
populist priests as some of its best agents.

Therefore, it is no surprise that out of all Mykhas’s contributions, the National-
Democrats were most willing to accept and acknowledge his text on the solutions to land
hunger. His speech ‘On Parcelling’ (the division and sale of large estates into smaller parts)
made the first page in two consecutive issues of Svoboda [Freedom ], the leading national-
democratic newspaper for peasants.92 In his speech Mykhas encouraged peasants to
participate in the process of parcelling and not be afraid of acquiring loans and selling their
plots of land (which were normally priced higher than parts of larger estates). The
National-Democrats’ willingness to compromise was also evident in the 1908 Diet
elections, when Andrii Chaikovsky, a famous writer of historical fiction and a National-
Democrat, withdrew his candidature in favour of Ivan Mykhas in order to avoid splitting
the Ukrainian vote. Mykhas lost these elections, became ill during the impressive electoral
rally that encompassed the region’s villages, and died of pneumonia shortly afterwards.

CONCLUSION

What kind of social imagination was behind Mykhas’s alleged dedication to the peasant
cause? What kind of peasants was he imagining? Mykhas rarely uses the word ‘class’ in his
texts, and he also seems to be deliberately vague in defining peasant enemies. Like other
peasant activists, Mykhas saw the main problem in the political disempowerment of
peasants resulting from the abuse of political power by a variety of office-holders.93

Another important moment is Mykhas’s conviction that his defence of the peasantry was
not a particularly peasant matter but part of the universal struggle for a more just political
and social order. He branded his enemies as ‘butchers of humanity, enemies of
enlightenment and progress’.94

Mykhas’s most radical published statement on the social question formulates the
peasants’ goal as the acquisition of all the land and appears in the article published by
National-Democratic Svoboda: ‘My beloved peasant brothers: If God gave us the
Ruthenian talent of living off the land, we ought to work toward the goal of having the
whole Ruthenian land belong to the Ruthenian peasants.’95 However, the way this goal
is formulated in his article owes much to the theory of ‘national possession’
(Nationalbesitz) that permeated the discourse of the Ukrainian National-Democrats in
the 1900s. Imagining a nation’s ‘ethnographic’ territory as its property was extremely
popular in the early twentieth century among both Ruthenian and Polish national

92Ivan Mykhas, ‘O partseliatsyi: Vidchyt’ [‘On
parcelling: a speech’] (a separate offprint from
Svoboda [Freedom ], 1904).
93Nearly identical arguments can be found in
the writings of Antin Hrytsuniak. See Antin
Hrytsuniak: Ieho zhytie ta smert’ i spadshchyna,

iaka po nim lyshyla sia dlia nas [Antin Hrytsuniak:
His Life and Death, and the Legacy He Left to Us ]
(Peremyshl, 1902; 1st edn 1900), 19.
94TsDIAuL, fond 663, list 1, file 222, fol. 42.
95Ivan Mykhas, ‘O partseliatsyi: Vidchyt’ [‘On
parcelling: a speech’], op. cit., 97–104.
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patriots.96 At the same time, nowhere in his other writings does Mykhas argue in favour
of ethnic homogeneity or the Ruthenians’ exclusive rights to the ‘Ruthenian land’. One
of his closest associates was a Roman Catholic peasant, an ethnic Pole. A year earlier,
during the parliamentary elections of 1907, Mykhas supported the candidate from the
Polish Peasant Party. Since the article published in Svoboda was a rendering of the speech
Mykhas gave at the peasant rally, the emphasis on Nationalbesitz might have come from
the editors, who were known for substantially changing peasant contributions.

The hierarchy ofMykhas’s concerns may be inferred from the resolution handed down
at a radical meeting that he convened in Sambir in the aftermath of the 1907 elections. At
the top of the list are customs tariffs protecting local agriculture, nationalization of private
forests, tax credits and state assistance to peasants, and the case against a judge who verbally
and physically abused peasants. In the middle of this list are the requests for re-election of
some district counsellors, the abolition of fees paid to priests to perform rites, general male
suffrage in Diet elections, and a report from a Polish peasant elected to parliament. At the
very bottom we find requests for elections in the district Prosvita, the transfer of a certain
priest from the district, and agitation against the Russophiles.97

The empire, the province and the district all figure in the resolution as meaningful
political mechanisms and arenas of action. The defence of specific and well-articulated
peasant interests is apparent in all three of these administrative spheres. At the same time,
nearly all the requests are addressed to Ukrainian parliamentary deputies, who were
organized in their own club. Here, nation enters politics as a recognized subject of state
politics (legitimized and accorded rights in the constitution of Cisleithania), as a public
sphere that was both accessible to the peasants and ready to accept them. For Ivan
Mykhas, nation serves as the vehicle for articulating and negotiating peasant interests.

At the beginning of the 1900s peasant interests were central to the largest Ukrainian
political party in Galicia, and this is due in great part to Ivan Mykhas and his fellow
peasant intellectuals. In 1913 even conservative clerics in Sambir knew that running their
candidate against a peasant one would sound the death knell for their influence in the
district.98 The village of Berehy, near which Mykhas died, cherished his memory, and
even in the inter-war years the majority of villagers supported the Ukrainian Radical-
Socialist Party.99 The same was true of the village of his birth, where radical rallies and
festivals commemorating Mykhas were held in the 1920s and 1930s.

To summarize, whatever narrower corporate interests Mykhas and his fellow peasant
activists might have had, they also spoke on behalf of the peasants, defending the
economic interests of small agricultural producers and the individual civic and political
rights of Galician villagers. Mykhas used the ‘national movement’ as a public tribune and
availed himself of its organizational network. At least in this case, nation was not so much
about belonging and imagining as about an effective communication space, an
institutional infrastructure to be used for mobilization and an opportunity to contest and

96For discussion of this concept, see Peter Judson,
Guardians of the Nation: Activists on the Language
Frontiers of Imperial Austria (Cambridge, 2006).
97‘Z tovarystv i zboriv’ [‘From associations and
meetings’], Hromads’kyi Holos [The Communal
Voice ], 86, 1907.

98VR LNNB, Oleksander Barvins’kyi
Collection, file 627, folder 59.
99Ivan Fylypchak, Istoriia sela Berehiv
Sambirs’koho povitu [The History of the Village
of Berehy of the Sambir Region ] (Sambir, 1935),
73.
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negotiate specific political claims. It is no accident that the epitome of the Ukrainian
national movement in Galicia was the network of reading clubs. The real power of the
movement at that time lay not in its ability to receive emotional responses from or to
demand loyalty from its potential members. It was in its ability to function as an effective
framework for the transmission of knowledge, and the articulation and negotiation of
different and sometimes contradictory interests, to mount successful political action.

Peasant intellectuals found in nation the space where they would be heard, which they
could influence, from which they benefited. They articulated the nation not per se but
through participation. Theirs was the nation fractured along class lines, overlapping with
other bodies of politic and belonging, but also with the strongest potential for
transformation into a democratic and egalitarian community of co-citizens. Peasant
intellectuals never made it to the caucus of the national movement, never entered the
ranks of the nation’s ‘fathers’; nevertheless, their activities were crucial for maintaining
and developing democratic and egalitarian connotations of a nation both discursively and
practically. Activists’ unspectacular participation in the day to day activities of the
national movement was crucial for nation-building and was accompanied by remarkable
intellectual efforts on their part.

University of Winnipeg
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